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An electronic evolution with 8 analog inputs for compression and flexural testing machines on concrete and mortar.

Designed with the latest technology, an innovative PC-like Touch Screen system, employed to control and manage all sorts of automatic

(Servo-Plus Evolution C104N) and semi-automatic (Cyber-Plus Evolution C109N) testing machines.

To update or complete your compression and flexural testing machine on concrete and mortar (also on Non-Matest brands)

C109N CYBER-PLUS | C104N SERVO-PLUS

Compression and Flexure on MortarsCompression on
concrete

APPLICATIONS

Splitting on concrete
cubes and cylinders

Flexure on concrete Tensile on 
steel

C109N 

C104N +
C104-04 

C127N
on board graphic printer (optional)
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MAIN FEATURES

 The control unit Cyber/Servo-Plus Evolution runs 
like a standard PC based on Windows operating 
system.

 The touch-screen graphical user-friendly interface 
allows an easy set up of the parameters and an 
immediate execution of the test.

 High resolution color display, ¼ VGA, offers all the 
functions of a PC for the management and analysis 
of data, test results, and graphs.

3 OPERATING MODES

Control from user friendly 
Touch-Screen display

Large directional arrow-keys 
for gloved use

Connection of a keyboard 
or mouse

Direct connection of the Cyber/Servo Plus Evolution to the Intranet (direct connection to a LAN network) and Internet to establish 
a remote communication and receive diagnostic analysis of potential problems, the ability to execute the test from distance and pro-
vide software updates. Matest technicians will check the unit located abroad to guarantee a prompt and professional assistance.

Graphic on board printer Safety cut out switch

8 analog inputs for connecting
load cells and transducers

2 USB-Host ports

SD card slot
(unlimited memory)

ONE TECHNOLOGY, MANY SOLUTIONS
i TOUCH TECHNOLOGY (iT TECH) is Matest brand-new concept 
which aims to offer innovative and user-friendly technology to 
control and manage the most advanced material testing machines 
for the construction industry.
This technology is the core feature of Matest control unit, a 
PC-based and touch screen system which is modular, flexible and 
multi-functions.

iT TECH stands for:  INNOVATION
  ICON INTERFACE
  INTERNET CONNECTION
  INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

1

1

2

2

3

3

C109N / C104N 
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Internet direct connection for 
remote assistance

Windows operating system like a standard PC.
Touch-Screen color display, ¼ VGA

Qwerty Touch-Screen virtual
alpha-numerical keyboard, user-friendly

International settings and unlimited 
language selection

Traditional directional key pad  with 5
arrow-keys for standard use or when

wearing gloves

Compression Test. Visualization of the 
load/time graph in real time

Easy and straightforward
selection of the tests (compression)

Selection examples, Elastic Modulus Automatic pace rate up to failure to 
avoid specimen’s crumbling according to 

ASTM C39 Specification.

Laser printer for graphs and certificates 
with direct connection via USB.

Unlimited memory storage with:
2 USB-Host ports* for PC, 1 SD card slot*

(*memory hardware not included)

On board graphic printer

Calibration menu of a load channel. 
Easy set up of the calibration 

channel

Simple and user-friendly functional 
channel configuration. 8 analog inputs 

for connecting up to 8 load cells or 
transducers

Endless number of test combinations 
and profile calibrations
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Configuration menu of a load channel. 
Rapid channel configuration

RS232 for PC connection only upon
customer request LAN connection to internet

High technology and high
performance hardware

MAIN FUNCTIONS

- More intuitive interface which simplifies the use of the machine 
(test begins after a few simple inputs)

- Greater calculation ability and data display (on board charts and 
graphic print-outs)

- High management capacity for the multilingual framework and 
international settings (date and time, decimal units, unit of meas-
ure).

- Elastic software which allows the installation of new tests when 
desired.

- Profile configuration manager

- Configuration and calibration supervision of the analog channel

- Alarms manager

- Ethernet parameters configuration

- International settings configuration

- Hardware diagnosis functions

Cyber-Plus Evolution C109N and Servo-Plus Evolution C104N 
are supplied complete with licenses for the execution of the follow-
ing tests:

 COMPRESSION on Concrete

 FLEXURAL  on Concrete

 SPLITTING TEST on cylinders and concrete cubes

 COMPRESSION on mortar

 FLEXURAL on mortar

In accordance to the following standards:
EN, ASTM, BS, NF, DIN etc.

- Functions for the software updates and licenses

- Execution of tests through parameters set up customization

- Several levels of protection (passwords) to prevent the accessibil-
ity to the configuration menus by unauthorized staff.

MATEST CUSTOMER SERVICE

C104-05 AFTER SALES TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Two hours of remote technical assistance, through a direct connection to the machine via internet. Customers are provided with diagnostics, any 
software updates or function restoring, all through a remote-access line, via mail, skype or phone, according to their needs. 
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C109N 
CYBER-PLUS EVOLUTION
8 channel unit for data acquisition and elaboration.

Power Supply: 230V  1F  50-60Hz  70W
Dimensions: 260x260x155 mm
Weight: 5 kg approx.

MODELS

C104-01N
SERVO-PLUS EVOLUTION FOR TWO FRAMES
Servo controlled unit supplied with three way hydraulic valve for the 
option to connect and use up to TWO TESTING FRAMES.

C104-02N
SERVO-PLUS EVOLUTION FOR THREE FRAMES
Servo-controlled unit supplied with four way hydraulic valve for the 
option to connect and use up to THREE TESTING FRAMES.

C104N
SERVO-PLUS EVOLUTION
8 channel servo controlled unit for a fully automatic execution of the 
test. The machine comprises:
- Cyber-Plus Evolution C109N data acquisition system
- Multi-piston electric pump with variable flow (see mod. C114) 

driven by a microprocessor (reliable and noiseless system, also 
for intensive and extended use)

Power supply: 230V  1ph  50Hz  750W
Dimensions: 420x290x1120 mm
Weight: 60 kg approx.

C127N

C104-01N

C104-04

C109N

C127N

C104N + C104-04

C104N

ACCESSORIES

C104-04
CONSOLE HOUSING THE SERVO-PLUS EVOLUTION
The pump assembly lined with sound-proofing material for 
noise reducion and the digital system are encased to enhance the 
design and look of the machine.

C104-09
CONFIGURATION OF ADVANCED PARAMETERS THROUGH TESTS 
ON REAL SAMPLES
Valid for all MATEST testing machines equipped with SERVOPLUS/
CYBERPLUS controlling unit.
When ordered, the setting of the advanced parameters becomes 
a phase of the production process. Through tests on real samples, 
it’s possible to define in details the behavior of the tested material 
and therefore set into the SERVOPLUS/CYBERPLUS controlling units 
advanced parameters accordingly. For the setting of the advanced 
parameters, it’s necessary to have some real samples available at 
MATEST’s premises.

C127N
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